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Electron transfer reaction rate constants at semiconductor/liquid interfaces are calculated using the
Fermi Golden Rule and a tight-binding model for the semiconductors. The slab method and a
z-transform method are employed in obtaining the electronic structures of semiconductors with
surfaces and are compared. The maximum electron transfer rate constants at Si/viologen21/1 and
InP/Me2Fc1/0 interfaces are computed using the tight-binding type calculations for the solid and the
extended-Hu¨ckel for the coupling to the redox agent at the interface. These results for the bulk states
are compared with the experimentally measured values of Lewis and co-workers, and are in
reasonable agreement, without adjusting parameters. In the case of InP/liquid interface, the unusual
current vs applied potential behavior is additionally interpreted, in part, by the presence of surface
states. © 2000 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~00!70507-1#I. INTRODUCTION
Insight into the dynamics of the electron transfer reac-
tions at semiconductor/liquid interfaces can be helpful in
constructing efficient and stable photoelectrochemical cells
and other applications, and is of interest in understanding the
basic chemical reactions. Due to the instability and the non-
ideal behavior of most semiconductor electrodes in contact
with liquids, only recently have reliable kinetic measure-
ments been performed at semiconductor/electrolyte
interfaces.1–6 In these experiments the flux from the conduc-
tion band edge of a semiconductor to a molecular electron
acceptor species dissolved in the solution can be expressed
as
J f~E !5eketns~E !@A# , ~1!
where J f ~current per unit area! is the current density due to
the direct electron transfer, e is the elementary charge,
ns(cm23) is the electron concentration at the surface of the
semiconductor and is a function of E, the applied potential,
and @A#(cm23) is the concentration of the acceptors in the
solution. An analogous expression can also be written for
hole transfer from the valence band of the semiconductor.
The units of ket defined by Eq. ~1! are cm4 molecule21 s21
and it contains the energy distribution of the electrons.
The electron transfer reactions at n-type
Si~100!/viologen21/1~CH3OH! and n-type
InP~100!/Me2Fc1/0~CH3OH! interfaces were studied system-
atically by Lewis group.1,4 The built-in voltage ~the voltage
drop inside the semiconductor! and the concentration of the
semiconductor conduction band electrons were obtained by
differential capacitance vs potential measurements. The cur-
rent densities were also measured as a function of the applied
potential for different concentrations of acceptors and do-
nors. The first-order dependence of current density on con-
centration of surface electrons ns in the semiconductor and
concentration of electron acceptors @A# in the solution was
verified for a series of Si/viologen21/1~CH3OH! interfaces.43350021-9606/2000/112(7)/3358/12/$17.00
Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject In this study4 the authors chose a series of viologen ions with
very similar molecular structures and thus presumably simi-
lar reorganization energies, but with very different free en-
ergy changes for the electron transfer reactions. The electron
transfer rate constants obtained experimentally served also to
measure the maximum of the electron transfer rate constant.
The measured maximum rate constant for the electron trans-
fer reaction across such an interface was in the range of
10217– 10216 cm4 s21. The experimental studies of the elec-
tron transfer reaction at InP/Me2Fc1/0~CH3OH! interfaces
provided similar maximum rate constant results but less ideal
voltage–current behavior.
By applying a treatment7 for liquid/liquid interfacial
electron transfer reactions to semiconductor/liquid interfaces
and by assuming an ‘‘electron ball’’ model for the electron
in the semiconductor, Lewis2,8 provided a theoretical esti-
mate of the maximum rate constant which is close to the
experimental value. The treatment is closely related to the
model suggested by Gerischer9 who used a half-sphere in-
stead of a sphere, and is a nonadiabatic approach. In the
model of Lewis the electron in the semiconductor is repre-
sented by a spherical donor with radius around 10 Å, and any
reorganization around the electron in the semiconductor was
neglected. The electron transfer rate constant was then cal-
culated using the formula derived for the electron transfer
reactions at liquid/liquid interface,
kD ,A5nn@2p~rD1rA!bs
23#
3e2(lA1lD1DG
0)2/4kBT(lA1lD), ~2!
where nn is typically expected to be around 1013 s21 for a
process which is adiabatic when the reactants are in contact,
and where the decay of rate with distance through the sol-
vent, assumed to be exponent with a decay length bs , rD and
rA are the radii of the donor and the acceptor, lD and lA are
the reorganization associated to the donor and acceptor, and
DG0 is the standard free energy of the reaction in the pre-8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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gated the relation between the electron transfer reactions at
metal/liquid and semiconductor/liquid interfaces using Fermi
Golden Rule. The coupling between the semiconductor and
the redox molecules was not calculated for an actual
system.10
Dogonadze and Kuznetsov11 studied both nonadiabatic
and adiabatic electron transfer reactions at semiconductor/
liquid interfaces by analogy with the metal/liquid interfacial
electron transfer reactions. The reorganization energy of the
redox molecules at semiconductor/liquid interfaces was in-
vestigated by one of us12 and was shown to be different from
the reorganization energy for the same molecules in a homo-
geneous situation. Smith and Nozik13,14 studied the
semiconductor/liquid interfacial adiabatic electron transfer
reactions by extending Schmickler’s treatment15 for metal/
liquid electron transfer reactions, choosing an Anderson-type
Hamiltonian, and by molecular dynamic calculations.16
In the present paper, the electron transfer reactions at
semiconductor/liquid interfaces are treated nonadiabatically.
Extended-Hu¨ckel calculations are performed to estimate the
electronic coupling between the donor/acceptor level of the
redox agent and the solid electronic states of the semicon-
ductor. The electronic structure of the solid is treated by
FIG. 1. The energetics at semiconductor/liquid interfaces with surface states
homogeneously distributed in the energy range (2DE ,0) referred to the
conduction band edge at the surface ~a! with a larger @A#/@A2# ratio and the
Fermi level is far below the surface states; ~b! with a smaller @A#/@A2# ratio
and the occupancy of the surface states must be described by a Fermi–Dirac
distribution. In ~a! and ~b!, the same potential vs E(A/A2) is applied but ~a!
has a larger built-in voltage.Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject tight-binding calculations using existing solid state param-
eters in literature, parameters that had been chosen to fit the
band structure. Each semiconductor electrode is treated both
as a slab and as a semi-infinite crystal for comparison. For a
slab, the direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix is
performed as usual to obtain the eigenvalues as well as the
eigenstates,17 while for a semi-infinite crystal, a transform
method introduced earlier by one of us for this purpose18 is
employed. The procedure is applied to two semiconductor/
liquid interfaces, Si/viologen21/1 and InP/Me2Fc1/0,
InP/PV21/1. In addition, surface states are included for the
current vs applied potential behavior observed at
InP/Me2Fc1/0, PV21/1 interfaces, as one way for accounting
for the nonideal behavior observed for this system. The
maximum rate mentioned earlier, which is the principal fo-
cus of our attention, is calculated under conditions where
surface states are unimportant.
The paper is organized as follows: The theoretical basis
for the electron transfer rate constant calculation and solid
state calculation is described in Sec. II. The application of
the theoretical methods to the actual systems are given in
Secs. III and IV, and the results are discussed there.
II. THEORETICAL MODELS
A. General comment
The net current density J due to the electron transfer
reaction at a semiconductor S/liquid interface,
A1e~S !
A21S , ~3!
can be written as
J5J f2Jr , ~4!
where J f is the current density due to the electron transfer
from the semiconductor to the molecule and Jr is the current
density corresponding to the reverse process. J f and Jr de-
pend on the concentrations of A and A2, respectively, at the
interface,
J f5ek f@A# , ~5!
Jr5ekr@A2# , ~6!
FIG. 2. View of the Si and InP semiconductor with ~100! surfaces. For a Si
electrode, all circles represent silicon atoms; for an InP electrode,
1,3,5, . . . 5P and 2,4, . . . 5In. The numbers indicate the two-dimensional
layer to which the atoms belong. Every two layers of atoms form a super-
layer.to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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lowing only the forward reaction is considered, unless other-
wise stated. When it is assumed that the electron transfer
from the electrode to the acceptors is proportional to the
concentration of the electrons ns at the electrode surface, in
the case of an n-type semiconductor, the forward electron
transfer rate constant is expressed as
k f5nsket . ~7!
Here, ket , a rate constant for a reaction that is second-order
with respect to the concentrations, is the quantity obtained in
Lewis’ experiments.
The rate of a nonadiabatic electron tunneling from one
electronic state to another is frequently described by the
Landau–Zener formula. Under the weak-coupling assump-
tion, the Golden Rule expression for the nonadiabatic elec-
tron transfer rate constant, which includes both the electron
tunneling and the ‘‘nuclear reorganization,’’ contains implic-
itly the Landau–Zener expression,19
k f
s5
2p
\
uVu2FC, ~8!
where FC is the Franck–Condon factor, V is the electronic
coupling matrix element, and \ is Planck’s constant. A com-
mon classical expression for the Franck–Condon factor is19
FC5
1
A4plkBT
expS 2~l1DG !24lkBT D , ~9!
where l is the reorganization energy, and DG is a free en-
ergy of reaction under the prevailing conditions of tempera-
ture, electrode–solution potential difference and environ-
ment. We return later to this quantity for the present systems.
The electron transfer at the semiconductor/liquid inter-
faces involves the continuum of electronic states in the semi-
conductor, whose theory, strictly speaking, requires solving a
many-electronic state problem. Quantum mechanical studies
of many-state crossing problems show that the Landau–
Zener formula is applicable to a large variety of such prob-
lems, when the splitting of the states caused by crossing is
small.20 The major charge carriers in a semiconductor have
very low concentrations and can be treated individually in
interfacial reactions.9 In accordance with a weak-coupling
approximation20 transitions can be treated as occurring be-
tween pairs of states, and a ‘‘two-level’’ approximation can
then be considered, in which the electron transfer current
between the electrode and an acceptor state is treated as the
sum of the currents from each electronic state of the elec-
trode to the acceptor state. Considering first the acceptor as
being at position r in the solution, the rate constant is
k f
t ~r!5(
k
k f
s~k,r!. ~10!
Here, k f
t (r) is the rate constant for the total current from the
semiconductor to the molecule, expressed as a sum of the
currents from all the electronic states of the semiconductor, k
denotes the electronic state of the semiconductor with theDownloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject wave vector k, and k f
s(k,r) varies with the position r of the
acceptor relative to the electrode. It can be further written
as10,11,21
k f
t ~r!5
2p
\ EeFC~e! f ~e!(k uV~k,r!u22pd~ek2e!de ,
~11!
where the coupling matrix element V is defined later and
f (e) is the probability that a state in the semiconductor with
energy e is occupied, while DG in Eq. ~9! is related to e by
DG5DG02e . ~12!
Here, DG0 is defined as the standard free energy of the re-
action when the donor state in the electrode is at the conduc-
tion band edge at the semiconductor surface. DG0 can be
obtained from electrochemical measurements. After denoting
by V¯ (e ,r) the averaged coupling of all the states with energy
e , Eq. ~11! can be written as
k f
t ~r!5
2p
\ Ee f ~e!r~e!FC~e!uV¯ ~e ,r!u2de , ~13!
where r(e) is the density of states, i.e., (k2pd(ek2e) ~Ref.
22! and uV¯ (e ,r)u2 denotes (kuV(k,r)u2d(ek2e)/(kd(ek
2e).
The current density at the electrode is obtained by sum-
ming over the current from the electrode to all the acceptors
A in the solution and dividing the sum by the area of the
electrode surface s ,
J f5
e
sErA~r!k ft ~r!d3r, ~14!
where A(r) is the concentration of A at r. When the reaction
is not diffusion-controlled, and when the change of electrical
potential inside the liquid can be neglected, A(r) can be
taken as constant. A first-order electron transfer rate con-
stant, which is independent of the concentration of acceptors
in the solution but dependent on the concentration of elec-
trons in the semiconductor, can be defined,
k f5
1
sErk ft ~r!d3r. ~15!
When k f(r) depends exponentially on distance with a decay
constant bs , the k f becomes
k f5
1
bs
k f
t ~contact!, ~16!
where k f
t ~contact! is the value of k f
t (r) at the van der Waals’
contact distance, averaged over orientations as discussed
later in Sec. III A.
B. Tight-binding model
For obtaining the electronic states of the semiconductors,
we consider the tight-binding method, which has been used
extensively in treating the electronic properties of solids and
their surfaces and has been useful and efficient in approxi-
mately solving solid state physics problems.23–27 As noted
earlier,18,21,28 because it involves a linear combination ofto AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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structure calculations for the solid is readily combined with
the extended-Hu¨ckel treatment to estimate the electronic
coupling at the interface.
In this approach the one-electron wave function of an
infinite solid is expressed as a linear combination of Bloch
functions, (Riexp(ikRi)cn(rÀRi),
Ck~r!5(
n
cn~k!(
Ri
exp~ ikRi!cn~rÀRi!, ~17!
where cn(k)’s are coefficients, cn(rÀRi)’s are atomic orbit-
als centered at the position Ri, and the n’s denote different
bands of orbitals.
Substitution of the wave function into the Schro¨dinger
equation, HCk(r)5EkCk(r), produces the well known set
of linear algebraic equations, with the standard result for
non-trivial solutions that23
uH2ESu50, ~18!
where H and S are matrices of the Hamiltonian and overlap
with elements Hnm and Snm . The elements of the matrices
are readily obtained by the consideration of the symmetry of
the solid and by choosing appropriate interaction and overlap
parameters for the neighboring atoms, Hnm and Snm . We
have
Hnm5(
Rj
exp~ ik~RjÀRi!!E cn*~r2Ri!
3Hcm~r2Rj!d3r, ~19!
Snm5(
Rj
exp~ ik~RjÀRi!!E cn*~r2Ri!
3cm~r2Rj!d3r. ~20!
In practice the parameters are adjusted in the band structure
calculation so as to fit experimental data on the band
structure.24 If an orthonormal basis is chosen, the S matrix
becomes the unit matrix and Eq. ~18! becomes29
uH2EIu50, ~21!
where I is the unit matrix. The solution of the electronic
structure is provided by the direct diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian matrix.
An infinite solid can also be viewed as being formed by
an infinite number of layers of atoms. Each of the layers has
the full two-dimensional translational symmetry. In this
scheme, the wave function is expressed as
Ck~ri!5(
n ,m
cnm~ki!(
Ri,i
exp~ ikiRi,i!cnm~riÀRi,i!,
~22!
where ki and ri are the wave vector and the space vector in
the two-dimensional layer. Here, cnm(Ri,i) is the mth type
atomic orbital at the position Ri,i in the nth layer. This wave
function is easily generalized to the case where the solid is
not infinite, e.g., has one ~semi-infinite! or two ~slab! sur-Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject faces. For a semi-infinite crystal, n, the number of the layer
counted from the surface, varies from 1 to ‘ . For a slab, n
varies from 1 to some finite number.
In the slab method, the model of the solid is constructed
using a finite number of infinite planes parallel to the surface.
Each plane is composed of lattice atoms and the electronic
motion in it can be described by Bloch plane waves. The
one-electron wave functions of a slab consisting of N atomic
layers are expanded in M3N LCAO-type Bloch functions,
where M is the number of different atomic orbitals per layer
for each value of ki. The overlap and Hamiltonian matrix
elements are expressed in terms of the overlap and interac-
tion integrals between the atomic orbitals. Again, an ortho-
normal atomic basis can be chosen and the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors can be obtained by direct diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian matrix.
For a semi-infinite semiconductor, the z-transform
method, which was introduced earlier for the tight-binding
study of a semi-infinite solid, is applied to the present study.
The detailed derivation is given in Ref. 18. In the following
we consider a semi-infinite solid having M coupled bands,
which arises either when an atom has several different orbit-
als or when each layer of the solid is a superlayer, i.e., con-
sisting more than one layer, or both. Substitution of the wave
function Eq. ~22! into the Schro¨dinger equation yields an
infinite set of difference equations. In matrix notation, the
difference equations can be written as
B†cn¿21~A2EI!cn¿11Bcn50, ~n>1 !, ~23!
B1
†c21~A12EI!c150, ~24!
where cn is a column vector whose elements cmn describe the
coefficients of the bands in the nth layer, and where
Bmld~kiÀki8!5^cmnuHuc l ,n21&, ~nÞ1 !, ~25a!
Amld~kiÀki8!5^cmnuHuc ln&, ~nÞ1 !, ~25b!
A1,mld~kiÀki8!5^cm1uHuc l1&, ~nÞ1 !, ~25c!
B1,mld~kiÀki8!5^cm2uHuc l1&, ~nÞ1 !. ~25d!
Introducing the z-transform for the coefficients, defined
by
Fm~z !5(
1
‘
cmnz
12n
, ~m51 to M !, ~26!
its inversion formula is
cmn5
1
2pi RCFmzn22dz , ~m51 to M !. ~27!
Applying them to the set of difference equations Eq. ~23!,
and writing the result in the matrix form, we obtain
@z2B†1z~A2EI!1B#F
5@z2B†1z~A2EI!1B2B1#c11zB†c2, ~28!
with the boundary condition relating c2 to c1 given by Eq.
~24!.
The vector F, whose elements are Fm , can then be ob-
tained from Eqs. ~24! and ~28!,to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3@B11zB†B1
†21~A12EI!#c1. ~29!
As can be seen from Eq. ~29!, the poles of the integrand in
Eq. ~27! are found by locating the zeros of the polynomial
det@z2B†1z~A2EI!1B# , ~30!
and are used in the inversion formula to yield the coefficients
cmn’s in terms of cm1’s. The boundary condition at the sur-
face is included in the expression for F, and in Eq. ~29! the
requirement that the wave functions do not become infinite
as n→‘ is satisfied by choosing cm1’s which make the terms
with uzu.1 in Eq. ~24! for cmn’s vanish.
A numerically simpler way of solving the preceding
problem is proposed and used here and is illustrated as fol-
lows. Since
A†5A, ~31!
in Eq. ~30!, z and z*21 are both the zeros of the polynomial
in that equation. As a result, the number of zeros inside the
unit circle must equal the number of zeros outside the unit
circle. By denoting the roots of z by zl , l51 to 2M , the
integral in Eq. ~27! can be evaluated using Cauchy’s residue
theorem,
cmn5(
l51
2M
zl
n22 Res Fm~zl![(
l51
2M
c˜ lmzl
n21
, ~32!
where
c˜ lm5zl
21 Res Fm~zl!. ~33!
In order to satisfy the outgoing boundary condition at n
→‘ , the zeros outside the unit circle are discarded by setting
the corresponding c˜l, the column vector whose elements are
cW lm , equal to zero.
Substitution of Eq. ~32! into Eq. ~23! yields
(
l
z l
n12B† c˜l1(
l
z l
n11~A2EI!c˜l1(
l
z l
n11Bc˜l50.
~34!
The above equation holds for all n>1, which can be satisfied
by setting
zl
n12B† c˜l1zl
n11~A2EI!c˜l1zl
nBc˜l50, ~35!
for all zl’s. Thereby, c˜l is the solution of the linear system,
~zl
2B†1zl~A2EI!1B!c˜l50, ~36!
with boundary condition given by Eq. ~24!. When it can be
assumed that
A15A, B15B, ~37!
the boundary condition can be rewritten as
B†c21~A2EI!c11Bc050, ~38!
with
c05(
l
c˜lzl
2150. ~39!Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject Upon obtaining the roots z and the corresponding coef-
ficient vectors c˜l, the coefficients in the wave function are
readily obtained using Eq. ~32!. Since the system is semi-
infinite, although these cmn’s constitute both propagating and
decaying components, the decaying wave functions go to
zero as n goes to infinity and so they do not contribute to the
normalization, the normalization of the wave functions only
needs to be performed on the propagating ones. The wave
functions are normalized to give correct number of orbitals
per unit cell. For example, for a semi-infinite silicon semi-
conductor, there are eight cn’s satisfying the boundary con-
dition. For a bulk state, each cn is the linear combination of
eight wave functions, at least two of which are propagating
ones, and each of these wavefunctions is a linear combina-
tion of the eight atomic orbitals of the unit cell. The normal-
ization of the cn’s, after taking into account the spin of the
electrons, is performed in such a way that (mcmncmn* 52,
where the sum is over the propagating components of cn. The
eight orthogonal wave functions satisfying the boundary con-
ditions then give 16 orbitals per unit cell. Given the condi-
tion in Eq. ~37! the final equations used in this method be-
come equivalent to those used by Gosavi and Marcus30 in
their treatment of electron transfer at metal electrodes, al-
though their appearance differs.
Although the above formulation of the z-transform
method was derived by considering the first nearest neighbor
interactions between the solid atoms, the z-transform method
can be applied to the tight-binding model with interactions
involving as many atoms as desired. When the interactions
include more than the nearest neighbors, one can simply in-
crease the thickness of the superlayer so that only the nearest
neighboring superlayers interact with each other.
When the one-electron wave functions are expressed in
an orthonormal atomic basis set, the coupling V(k,r) be-
tween a solid electronic state uCk& and the acceptor state
uF&,
V~k,r!5^CkuH~r!uF&, ~40!
can be expressed in terms of the couplings between the
atomic states,
V~k,r!5 (
n ,a ,m ,i , j
e iki"ri,acnm~k!*Ci j^cnamuH~r!uf i j&,
~41!
where the f i j is the j th orbital of the ith atom in the mo-
lecular acceptor state, and Ci j is the coefficient of the this
orbital in forming the acceptor state, cnam is the mth type of
atomic orbital which belongs to the ath semiconductor atom
in the nth layer. ri,a in Eq. ~41! is the position of the atom a
in a semiconductor layer. We may illustrate the notation by
considering a semi-infinite silicon semiconductor. Each su-
perlayer of silicon consists of two layers of silicon atoms,
and each silicon atom contains 4 relevant orbitals~e.g., 3s ,
3px , 3py , 3pz) and so m varies from 1 to 8. The first layer
is formed by atoms denoted by (1,a), where a is only odd
numbered, 1, 3, 5, . . . , the orbitals of which are then denoted
by ~1, a, m), where m51, 2, 3, 4. The second layer also
belongs to the first superlayer and thus n51, a52, 4, 6, . . .
and m55, 6, 7, 8. ~We note that the a52, a54, etc. atomsto AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ferent positions with respect to it.! The cnm in Eq. ~41! are
obtained by the tight-binding calculations described earlier
and are functions of ki but are independent of ri,a. The cou-
pling matrix elements ^cnamuH(r)uf i j& are obtained by the
extended-Hu¨ckel calculations for the acceptor atomic orbital
(i , j) and the semiconductor atomic orbital m at the position
(n , a).
III. APPLICATIONS
A. SiliconÕviologen system
1. Band structure calculations of silicon
The LCAO ~‘‘tight-binding’’! method has provided a
good description for the semiconductor valence band and
conduction band edge for silicon even when only the nearest-
neighbor interactions are considered and an orthogonal basis
is used.31 In this calculation, the nearest-neighbor interaction
parameters are taken from a table of solid state parameters in
Ref. 25. The density of states is obtained by randomly choos-
ing a certain number of wave vectors in the calculation
which show a statistical number of the energy eigenvalues.
The computed density of states for a bulk silicon is normal-
ized to give 16 orbitals per unit cell ~including the spin of the
electrons! and is shown as a function of the orbital energy in
Fig. 3.
The surface studied experimentally for silicon was, as
noted earlier, the ~100! surface. In the slab method, the sili-
con ~100! surface bands were calculated using models of
infinite silicon slabs with ideal ~100! surfaces, i.e., a finite
number of layers, each consisting of an infinite number of
~100! silicon atoms as a two-dimensional array, are placed as
in a perfect silicon crystal ~Fig. 2!. The one-electron wave
functions are written as linear combinations of Bloch func-
tions as in Eq. ~22!, where the sums are over the layers and
the 3S ,3Px,3Py,3Pz orbitals, respectively. The ~100! surface
is treated as ideal and the matrix elements between a Bloch
function of the surface plane and one plane inside the slab is
treated as the same as the corresponding elements between
FIG. 3. Calculated density of states r for the bulk of Si semiconductor. The
unit of the density of states is per unit cell ~2 atoms! per eV. The Fermi level
is located at 0 eV.Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject two Bloch functions well inside the slab. The wave functions
are determined by solving the eigenvalue problem repre-
sented by Eq. ~18!.
The Hamiltonian matrix elements were computed as
functions of a two-dimensional wave vector (ky ,kz) by
choosing the same parameters as in the bulk calculation. The
energy eigenvalues and the eigenstates were obtained by di-
agonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix, and the density of states
as a function of energy is calculated using a statistical num-
ber of the eigenvalues. The density of states was normalized
to give the proper number of orbitals per unit cell ~which
contains N silicon atoms for the unit cell in an N layer slab!.
Except for the intrinsic surface states, which lie in the band
gap, the density of states calculated for a slab of a Si semi-
conductor ~Fig. 4! is similar to the one obtained for the bulk
silicon.
Since each primary unit cell of a bulk silicon crystal has
two silicon atoms, one should include at least two layers of
~100! plane in a superlayer in the application of the
z-transform to a semi-infinite system. The B and A matrices,
obtained by using the same solid state parameters as in the
bulk and slab calculations, are all 838 matrices. The bulk
and surface states of the semi-infinite semiconductor can
both be obtained using the z-transform. A bulk state contains
at least two propagating components and a surface state has
only decaying wave functions.
In the experiments,4 the electrode surfaces were occu-
pied by hydrogen atoms to saturate the dangling bonds of
surface silicon atoms, removing thereby the surface states
resulted from the dangling bonds of the surface silicon at-
oms. According to previous calculations in the literature on a
hydrogen-terminated Si ~111! surface32 all surface states
were removed and the silicon–hydrogen interaction forms
two bands deep inside the silicon bulk bands. Although the
band structure of the hydrogen-terminated Si ~100! slab is
different, it seems reasonable to suppose that there will be no
intrinsic surface states left for a perfect hydrogen-terminated
Si ~100! surface.
FIG. 4. Calculated density of states r for a slab of Si semiconductor. The
unit of the density of states is per eV per unit cell. There are 20 atoms per
unit cell, which has one atom on each face of the slab and so is 20 atoms
thick. The Fermi level is located at 0 eV.to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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For the calculation of the rate constant of the electron
transfer reaction at the silicon/viologen21/1 interfaces,
N ,N8-dimethyl-4,48-bipyridylium21 was chosen as the elec-
tron acceptor. Using the structural data of this cation in a
crystal,33 the most stable structure of the ion was obtained by
the EHMACC ~extended-Hu¨ckel molecular and crystal cal-
culations program!.34 The two pyridyl planes formed thereby
a 500 angle. However, since the calculation was performed
without the consideration of the interactions between the ac-
ceptor and the solvent molecules, some differences may oc-
cur for the structure of this ion in solution. The LUMO of the
ion, i.e., the acceptor state was obtained as a linear combi-
nation of the atomic orbitals,
F5(
i , j
Ci jf i j , ~42!
where the sum is over the atoms i and the valence orbitals j
of each atom with Ci j’s obtained from the extended-Hu¨ckel
calculation.
3. Calculation of the electron transfer rate constant
To be consistent with the experiments where the only
rate-limiting step is the electron transfer process the accep-
tors are considered homogeneously distributed in the solu-
tion. The orientations are taken as random, using 125 differ-
ent orientations, each translated so as to have the closest pair
of atoms, of the molecule and of the semiconductor surface,
in van der Waals’ contact, i.e., they have a separation dis-
tance equal to the sum of the atomic van der Waals’ radii.
The square of the electronic coupling is averaged over these
orientations. In the calculations, the semiconductor is as-
sumed to be uniform and is represented by the surface x
50, and the 125 orientations of the molecule are created by
the rotations of the molecule in the three-dimensional space
each with a set of randomly chosen Eulerian angles. The
geometric center of the molecule with each selected orienta-
tion has 16 randomly chosen (y , z) coordinate relative to the
closest Si surface atom. Because of the symmetry of the Si
semiconductor surface, y and z vary between 0 and half a
lattice constant. Under the assumption that the coupling de-
cays exponentially with distance with a decay exponent bs ,
the range of contributing distances is 1/bs , and we note that
bs’1 Å21.19 The averaged quantity of coupling matrix ele-
ment, denoted by ^uV(k)u2& at the van der Waals’ contact
mentioned earlier was obtained by an extended-Hu¨ckel34 cal-
culation. For the hydrogen-terminated silicon surface,
^uV(k)u2& is calculated assuming a direct van der Waals’
contact between the hydrogen atom on the Si surface and the
closest atom of the redox species35 for each given orienta-
tion. A certain number of states at each energy e is randomly
chosen to give the average of the square of the coupling,
^uV¯ (e)u2&, which is then multiplied by the density of states to
yield the total coupling at that energy.
Combining Eqs. ~9!, ~13!, and ~16! an expression is ob-
tained for the first-order electron transfer reaction rate
constant,Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject k f5
2p
\
1
A4plkBT
1
bs
E
0
‘
expX2 ~l1DG02e!24lkBT C
3^uV¯ ~e!u2& f ~e!r~e!de , ~43!
where r(e) and ^uV¯ (e)u2& are normalized to the unit cell.
Because of the low occupancy of the semiconductor conduc-
tion band, and reflecting the Boltzmann factor the electron
transfer can be regarded as occurring only near the edge of
the conduction band, i.e., nearly at e50. In Eq. ~43! and
hereinafter for convenience of discussion the energy e of the
electrons in the semiconductor will be referred to the con-
duction band edge at the semiconductor surface as zero.
For a semiconductor/electrolyte interface as in the elec-
tron transfer reaction studies in Refs. 1–6, the change of
electrostatic potential across a semiconductor/liquid interface
exists mainly within the semiconductor, because of the low
concentration of the charge carriers in the semiconductor. In
this case, the change of applied potential changes only the
concentration of carriers at the interface and does not change
the free energy DG0 of the electron transfer reaction. As
shown in the Appendix, the maximum second-order electron
transfer rate constant can then be expressed as
ket
max5
2p
\
1
A4plkBT
v
bs
^uV¯ u2&, ~44!
where ^uV¯ u2& is defined in the Appendix @cf. Eq. ~A6!#. The
maximum rate constant computed using the above equation
is shown in Table I.
B. Indium phosphideÕferrocene interfaces
1. Band structure of indium phosphide
The bulk band structure of the InP semiconductor was
calculated using the Hamiltonian and the interaction param-
eters given by Chadi et al.24,36,37 The density of states com-
puted for the bulk and a slab of the InP semiconductor are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The electronic structure
of Me2Fc1 was obtained from the extended-Hu¨ckel
calculation34 using the molecular structure given in Ref. 38.
The electronic structure calculations were again performed
for a slab and for a semi-infinite crystal model of the InP
semiconductor with a ~100! surface. The maximum second-
order electron transfer rate constant ~per unit area! was com-
puted and the results are given in Table I.
TABLE I. Experimental and calculated ketmax .a
System
ketmax
~expt.!
ketmax
~z-trans.!
ketmax
~slab!
Si/viologen21/1 0.6b 1.3 1.6
InP/Me2Fc1/0 1–2c 0.084 0.086
aUnits are 10216 cm4 s21, and the theoretical ketmax includes only bulk states.
bFrom Ref. 4.
cFrom Ref. 1.to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Using considerations similar to those used in the treat-
ment of bulk states we shall also assume that the electron
transfer between a surface state and the bulk state is much
faster than the electron transfer between the surface state and
the molecular acceptor. In the preceding treatment we ne-
glected the interactions which might lead to such a coupling,
e.g., radiationless transitions. The resulting expression for
the current density corresponding to the electron transfer
from the surface states of the semiconductor to the acceptor
is
J f
ss5e@A#
2p
\
1
A4plkBT
1
bs
3E
e
uVss~e!u2e2 @(l1DG)
2/4lkBT# f ~e!rss~e!de , ~45!
where rss is the density of surface states, and
DG5DG02e , ~46!
is the driving force for the electron transfer from a surface
state with energy e to the acceptor. If, for simplicity, it is
further assumed that the surface states are distributed homo-
geneously in an energy range from 2DE to 0, i.e., in an
interval DE below the conduction band edge, then
rss5
Nss
DE , ~47!
where Nss is the total number of surface states.
The occupancy of these states obeys the Fermi–Dirac
distribution,
f ~e!5 1
11e (e2e f )/kBT
, ~48!
where e f is the Fermi level, and depends linearly on the
applied potential Eapp ,
e f5eEapp1e f
05eEapp1Vbi
0 1e f
b
. ~49!
FIG. 5. Calculated density of states r for the bulk of InP semiconductor.
The unit of the density of states is per unit cell ~2 atoms! per eV. The Fermi
level is located at 0 eV.Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject Here, e f
0 is the value of e f when Eapp50, Vbi
0 is the built-in
voltage, the potential drop within the semiconductor, when
Eapp50, and e f
b is the energy difference between the Fermi
level and the conduction band edge inside the semiconductor
~Fig. 1!. When any dependence of the coupling between the
surface states and the acceptor state on the energy e is ne-
glected, an expression for the surface states contribution to
the current density from the semiconductor to the acceptor
state J f
ss is
J f
ss5e@A#
2p
\
1
A4plkBT
1
bs
NssuVssu2
DE
3E
2DE
0
e2 @(l1DG)
2/4lkBT# f ~e!de , ~50!
where DG is given by Eq. ~46!. Similarly, the current density
due to the electron transfer from the donor to the surface
states can be expressed as
Jb
ss52e@A2#
2p
\
1
A4plkBT
1
bs
NssuVssu2
DE
3E
2DE
0
e2 @(l2DG)
2/4lkBT#~12 f ~e!!de . ~51!
The sum J f
ss1Jb
ss is next used to interpret the current-
applied potential behavior obtained in the experiments. The
NssuVssu2 is treated as a single parameter which can be ad-
justed to fit the experimental data, in the absence of any
other complicating factors.
3. Current vs applied potential behavior
As we have noted earlier, the total current can be written
as the sum of two components,
J5Jss1Jbk. ~52!
In the present treatment Jss is computed using Eqs. ~50! and
~51! and Jbk, the current from the bulk states, is calculated
using the tight-binding method.
FIG. 6. Calculated density of states r for a slab of InP semiconductor. The
unit of the density of states is per eV per unit cell. There are 20 atoms per
unit cell, which has one atom on each face of the slab and so is 20 atoms
thick. The Fermi level is located at 0 eV.to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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namely, when the surface states are much more occupied
than the conduction band or when the density of surface
states is high, one has approximately for the forward and
reverse current density,
J f
ss1Jb
ss50, ~53!
at equilibrium. In the case of the InP/Me2Fc1/0 interface,
using Eqs. ~48!, ~49!, ~50!, ~51!, and ~53! to fit the built-in
voltage Vbi
0 of the semiconductor at zero applied potential,
which leads to a equality between the integrals in Eqs. ~50!
and ~51!, a value for DE is obtained as 0.4 eV. This value of
DE agrees with results from surface state studies of the ~100!
surface of lightly doped n-InP semiconductors in vacuum
both experimentally39 and theoretically,40 where the surface
states were shown to be located at ~1/3! Eg below the con-
duction band minimum.41 Here, Eg is the band gap of the
semiconductor and is around 1.35 eV.
Similarly, the electrochemical studies at p-InP/
electrolyte interfaces42 also lead to surface states distributed
mostly near the conduction band edge. Other parameters
used in this calculation are as follows: the reorganization
energy l is 0.8 eV, as suggested in Ref. 1, DG0 is 0.79 eV;1
the parameter NssuVssu2 is chosen as 1028 ~eV!2 to fit the net
current density obtained in the experiments1 using Eqs. ~50!
and ~51!. The current density is then obtained as a function
of the applied potential for different @A#/@A2# ratios and is
compared with the experimental data. The curvature of the
plot is determined by the relative position of the energy of
the surface states and the Fermi level, and so depends on
Eapp and DG0, as shown in Fig. 1. When the Fermi energy is
much lower than the energies of the surface states, the occu-
pancy of these states can be treated as obeying a Boltzmann
distribution, and the ln@J# vs Eapp curve is a straight line.43
When the energy difference between the lowest surface
states and the Fermi level is less than kBT , the Fermi–Dirac
distribution must be employed. The ln@J# vs Eapp plot then
deviates from a straight line, as shown in Fig. 7. In order to
FIG. 7. Current-applied potential behavior at the InP/Me2Fe1/0 interfaces.
The experimental data are taken from Ref. 1. From left to right, the concen-
trations of Me2Fe1 are 0.001 M, 0.01 M, 0.1 M, respectively. The concen-
tration of Me2Fe is 0.1 M. To fit the experimental data, N ssuVssu2 is taken as
1.25, 0.31, 0.4431028 eV2, respectively.Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject fit the experimental results different densities of states are
used for different InP/liquid interfaces. This assumption is
not necessarily correct, since the deviation of the horizontal
distance between the neighboring curves in Fig. 7 from the
value of 0.059 V may also result from experimental
uncertainties.44
In order to fit the experimental current vs applied poten-
tial data obtained at the InP/PV21/1 interface by the diode
equation,1
J5J0~e2eEapp /AkBT21 !, ~54!
the A in Eq. ~54! should be greater than 1.8, which indicates
that the current vs applied potential behavior at this interface
is far from ideal (A51!. A better fit is obtained by including
surface states in the calculation, using the following param-
eters: DE50.4 eV, DG0520.34 eV,1 l50.5 eV,1 and
NssuVssu25231028 ~eV!2. Here, DE is taken the same as in
the InP/Me2Fc1/0 case and NssuVssu2 is chosen to fit the mea-
sured net current density. The calculated result is shown in
Fig. 8 together with the experimental results.
IV. DISCUSSION
The nonadiabatic description and the two-level approxi-
mation applied in our theoretical studies of electron transfer
reactions at semiconductor/liquid interfaces provide a consis-
tent value for the reaction rate constant when compared with
the experimental results. Semiconductors differ from metals
because of their band gap, which, as pointed out by
Dogonadze,11 makes the electron transfer reactions more
likely to be nonadiabatic. This effect is associated with the
low occupancy of the semiconductor conduction band, which
allows the electron transfer to occur mainly nearly the edge
of the conduction band. For a metal/liquid interface, the elec-
tron transfer reaction happens largely at the Fermi energy,
and the coupling strength between the metal electrode and
the molecular acceptor can be characterized by15,22
D~e!52p(
k
uVku2d~ek2e!, ~55!
FIG. 8. Current-applied potential behavior at the InP/PV21/1 interfaces.
The experimental data are taken from Ref. 1. NssuVssu2 is taken as 3.2
31028 eV2.to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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has been then taken15,45 as the criterion for distinguishing
nonadiabatic from adiabatic reactions for a metal/liquid
interface,15 where vmax is the ‘‘fastest phonon mode’’ con-
tributing to the electron transfer reaction. For an vmax/2p of
the order of 1013 s21 this \vmax is about 0.03 eV. At a
semiconductor/liquid interface, the electron transfer reaction
occurs mainly near the edge of the conduction band. The
interaction strength between the continuum states of a semi-
conductor and the acceptor state is better characterized by20
D I5
1
kBT
E
e
D~e!de , ~56!
where the limit ‘‘e’’ denotes a narrow interval of an amount
kBT at the semiconductor conduction band edge. Because of
the low occupancy of the electronic states in the semicon-
ductor conduction band, the electron transfer happens only at
a small energy range near the conduction band edge, and
then the important integration regime only covers a narrow
interval of the order of kBT . As pointed out by Harrison,25
band energy is proportional to the square of k2k0 near the
conduction band edge, where k0 is the value of k at the
conduction band edge ~conduction band minimum!. The
value of k0 depends on the nature of the interaction of dif-
ferent bands. For InP k0 is zero,46 while for Si it is quite
large.46 For Si and InP, the density of states is very low near
the conduction band edge,25,46 the total coupling between
these semiconductors and the molecular acceptor is typically
weak. The D I is the counterpart of the usual matrix element
that appears in the two-state Landau-Zener formula. The
present approximate calculations lead to a value of D I of the
order of 1025 eV. In that case, with \vmax;0.03 eV, the
reactions can be regarded as nonadiabatic.
Since the double layer at the interface of semiconductor/
liquid interfaces is neglected and the redox molecules are
also allowed to penetrate to the electrode surface, the present
calculations more likely represent an upper bound of the
maximum rate constant. Although the approach in this study
is intended to be a pragmatic one, the calculated result for
the maximum rate constant at the Si/viologen21/1 interfaces
is in a surprisingly reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental data. The agreement for InP/Me2Fc1/0 is less satis-
factory, the calculated value being approximately an order of
magnitude smaller than the experimental one. Nevertheless,
considering the approximation of using the extended-Hu¨ckel
treatment to obtain the coupling, this extent of agreement is,
in our opinion, encouraging.
The difference between the calculated results for
Si/viologen21/1 and InP/Me2Fc1/0 systems47 may be due to
several effects. One factor is the difference in size of the
acceptor state, since the LUMO of a viologen21/1 ion is
calculated in the present work to be delocalized over the
whole ring system, and the LUMO of a Me2Fc1/0 ion is
localized mainly on the Fe31 ion ~here and in Ref. 48! and so
distant from the periphery of the molecule. This effect would
yield a larger electronic coupling between the semiconductor
and the first redox species, other things being equal. How-
ever, there are factors which would make InP more effective
than Si, e.g., a smaller effective electron mass,25,46 and soDownloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject tend to counter the above molecular effect. It would be use-
ful therefore to study the two semiconductor systems with
the same molecular species, if possible. In an effort to re-
solve this question using calculations we have compared the
calculated maximum rate constant for the Si/viologen21/1
system, 1.6310216 cm4 s21, as in Table I, with a maximum
rate constant which we subsequently calculated for the
Si/Me2Fc1/0 system, 0.17310216 cm4 s21. Thus, it is seen
that the viologen21/1 pair has a closer effective contact with
the Si interface than does the Me2Fc1/0 pair. Accordingly,
the experimental result in Table I, in contrast with the calcu-
lated results in that table, that the InP/Me2Fc1/0 has a higher
rate than Si/viologen21/1, cannot be attributed to a more ef-
fective contact. For this reason we attribute the higher ex-
perimental rate for InP to the presence of surface states in the
InP, as discussed earlier. We note also that the calculated
~bulk state! result for InP/Me2Fc1/0 ~0.086310216 cm4 s21!
is comparable with the calculated ~bulk state! result for
Si/Me2Fc1/0 ~0.17310216 cm4 s21!.
Under some conditions, surface states may play a role in
the electron transfer reactions at semiconductor/liquid inter-
faces, because of their localization at the electrode surfaces,
as noted by previous authors.9,16 Although the density of
bulk states of the InP conduction band is large, of the order
of 1017 cm23, the decay length of their coupling to the mol-
ecule of about 1 Å yields an effective surface density of
states of the conduction band of the order of only 109 cm22.
We note further that in a free-electron model a surface state
has a wave function which can be expressed as
w}e2bssx cos~kxx !. ~57!
The 1/bss is about 8 Å for the InP semiconductor.49 As a
result, a large fraction of surface states can be effective in
contributing to the electron tunneling event. In treating the
electron transfer at InP/Me2Fc1/0 interfaces, the possibility
of surface states was subsequently included in Sec. III B, as
one interpretation of the nonideal current vs applied potential
behavior in the experiments. A coupling strength between
the surface states and the acceptor required to account for the
discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental results
was then estimated. We have not included any such contri-
bution in Table I, the discrepancy in the rate constant of a
factor of 10 between experimental and calculated results for
the InP system in Table I could also have other sources.
While the inclusion of the surface states helps to explain
the current vs applied potential behavior obtained in the ex-
periments, the nonideal behavior being explained by the
Fermi–Dirac occupancy of the surface states, the nonideal
behavior can also result from many other mechanisms, such
as the recombination of charge carriers in the solid bulk. The
latter can produce a diode plot with a slope larger than
unity.50,51 We have noted earlier that the part of the present
calculation which includes surface states is based on the as-
sumption that the electron transfer between the bulk states
and the surface states is much faster than the interfacial
charge transfer, and is also based on a simplified model for
the density of surface states. A deeper understanding of the
mechanism would require the investigation of other pro-to AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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semiconductor, as Anz and Lewis50 have concluded from
their recent simulation.
We turn next to a comparison of the electronic structure
calculations of semiconductors with surfaces using the direct
diagonalization vs using the z-transform. The direct diago-
nalization uses a slab of the crystal and mathematically is
more straightforward, but because the computing time in-
creases rapidly with the size of the slab, it is a less practical
way to treat a very ‘‘thick slab’’. On the other hand, as noted
in the literature,52 usually a 20-layer slab is enough to pro-
duce a correct band structure for the crystal. The slab method
is also a convenient method for obtaining the band structure
and the density of states, and is practical for our purpose.
With the z-transform method, a semi-infinite crystal is
treated. Its mathematical formula is more complicated than
that of the slab method, in that its solution requires the loca-
tion of the roots of a high order and in many cases complex
polynomial. Although it is time-consuming to obtain the
whole band structure, in the application of the z-transform
the energy is an input, the computing time can be consider-
ably reduced if only states of some specific energies are re-
quired. The two methods provide similar results when they
are applied to the calculations of the electron transfer reac-
tion rate constants at semiconductor/liquid interfaces
~Table I!.
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APPENDIX A: THE EXPRESSION FOR THE MAXIMUM
ELECTRON TRANSFER RATE CONSTANT
As discussed in the text, in the integral in Eq. ~43! f (e)
is the only term which depends on the applied potential Eapp ,
f ~e!5expS 2 e2e f02eEappkBT D , ~A1!
where the quantities in Eq. ~A1! were defined earlier in the
text @cf. Eq. ~49!#. e f
0 is a constant for a semiconductor/liquid
interface. Equation ~43! can then be written as
k f~Eapp!5eeEapp /kBT
2p
\
1
A4plkBT
1
bs
3E
0
‘
expS 2 ~l1DG02e!24lkBT D
3^uV¯ ~e!u2& f 0~e!r~e!de , ~A2!
where f 0(e) is the occupancy, exp@2(e2ef0)/kBT#, of the con-
duction band states at the semiconductor surface at zero ap-Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject plied potential. The number density of electrons ns at the
semiconductor surface is also a function of the applied po-
tential,
ns5n0 expS 2 eVbi0 2eEappkBT D , ~A3!
where n0 is the number density of conduction band electrons
in the semiconductor bulk, and Vbi
0 is the potential drop
within the semiconductor at zero applied potential, i.e., at
Eapp50.
Comparison of Eqs. ~A2! and ~A3! then illustrates that
k f(Eapp) is proportional to the density of surface electrons
ns . An expression of a second-order electron transfer rate
constant that is independent of the applied potential, and thus
of the density of surface electrons of the semiconductor, can
be written as
ket5
2p
n0e
2Vbi
0 /kBT\
1
A4plkBT
1
bs
3E
0
‘
expS 2 ~l1DG02e!24lkBT D
3^uV¯ ~e!u2& f 0~e!r~e!de . ~A4!
The n0e2Vbi
0 /kBT in Eq. ~A4! is readily evaluated, being equal
to *r(e) f 0(e)de/v , with e50 to e5‘ as integration
limits.53 The v is the volume of the unit cell, and in the
calculations using Eq. ~A4! the wave functions are normal-
ized to a unit cell.
Since we are interested in the maximum rate constant for
the electron transfer, where l1DG0 is nearly zero, in the
exponent term of the free energy one can set e50, since
e!l , and remove it from the integral, one then has
ket5
2p
\
1
A4plkBT
v
bs
expS 2 ~l1DG0!24lkBT D
3
*0
‘^uV¯ ~e!u2& f 0~e!r~e!de
*0
‘ f 0~e!r~e!de
~DG0.2l!. ~A5!
In the experiments,4 the maximum rate constants were
obtained by choosing a series of acceptors in the liquid with
different reaction free energy but with similar reorganization
energy around 0.7 eV.4 Here, by setting DG01l50, and by
introducing an averaged coupling matrix element square,53
^uV¯ u2&, where
^uV¯ u2&5
*0
‘^uV¯ ~e!u2& f 0~e!r~e!de
*0
‘ f 0~e!r~e!de
, ~A6!
an expression of the second-order electron transfer rate con-
stant is then obtained as in Eq. ~44!.
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